SO helps NHS procurement
send less to landfill
The Client
South of England Procurement Services provides a Procurement and Supply
Chain Management service to NHS trusts, clinical commissioning groups and
commissioning support units across the south of England.

The Service
“We wanted to start recycling and chose the SO Recycle system as it promised
it could recycle more material than the other systems that we looked at” says
the spokesperson for South of England Procurement Services. “We also liked
the fact that SO was a family-ran local business, with over 30 years of
experience”.
“We felt that it was our responsibility as a company to send far less waste to
landfill, which SO assured would be the case if we used their recycling system.
Helping
you understand your Resourcing capability better
Their service also came out on top for costs, plus the fact that we would have an
Account Manager was really appealing — this was something we noticed wasn’t
generally offered by their competitors”.

The Results
“SO advised us on the best recycling solution for our company, and suggested
that we use their recycling bins. Before the service started we were sceptical as
to whether it was going to work for us, but we’ve been converted! It has turned
out to be a really great recycling system. We now only have to empty our bins
once a week, and it’s incredible just how little general waste we now produce,
and all because of the SO Recycle system. Which has reduced our waste costs,
and is also, more importantly, so much better for the environment!”
“We have found their service to be flexible, friendly, and delivers what we
actually need, plus their all-inclusive pricing is a definite plus. I wouldn’t hesitate
for a second in recommending the SO Recycle system to any business that
wants to do their bit for the environment!”
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